Abstract  Rather than acting as a review or analysis of the field, this essay focuses squarely on the motivations for investigating open-endedness and the opportunities it opens up. It begins by contemplating the awesome accomplishments of evolution in nature and the profound implications if such a process could be ignited on a computer. Some of the milestones in our understanding so far are then discussed, finally closing by highlighting the grand challenge of formalizing open-endedness as a computational process that can be encoded as an algorithm. The main contribution is to articulate why open-endedness deserves a place alongside artificial intelligence as one of the great computational challenges, and opportunities, of our time.

How can we avoid being amazed by the avalanche of miraculous surprises just outside the window? Every blade of grass, the birds pecking at the ground, the trees with their beautiful canopies, the humans casually walking by on a spring day—where in the world did all that unfathomable complexity come from? Who could have predicted it all when there were only giant clumps of particles flinging through the vacuum of space eons in the past?

Surprise seems embedded deep in the core of reality. Our universe endlessly generates things that are wild beyond imagination. Sure, maybe you can think of a mystical new creature if you’re creative—a unicorn or a Minotaur perhaps—but can you literally build one that truly lives, and a billion other incredible living testaments to astronomical complexity on a single world in a single run? Forget it, it sounds impossible, but here we are, right in the middle of it—we have horses and dolphins and spiders, and all of natural life, all here, all created in one vast explosion of surprise and complexity.

There are many profound questions at the heart of nature, but often such questions elude purely algorithmic explanation. Why does the universe exist? What explains consciousness? What is time? Yet open-endedness is an exception. The existence of a process with the power to conjure continual surprise through epic creativity and boundless increasing complexity, while among the most fascinating hallmarks of the natural world, actually might sit atop an algorithmic explanation. It seems plausible that such a process is ultimately about information and the interaction between different representations subject to lawful rules—the stuff of algorithms.

If that is true, then open-endedness is one of the few great mysteries of our world (perhaps alongside intelligence) that might succumb to complete computational explanation, and even computational implementation. In fact, as with the field of artificial intelligence (which is closely related), for open-endedness explanation and implementation might be one and the same—if we can produce an open-ended algorithm in the most grandiose spirit of open-endedness in nature, then we almost certainly have fundamentally understood it. And with that revelation will come a massive chunk of the explanation of our origin, the origin of intelligence, and billions of other monumental creations of the living world.

The tie between open-endedness and intelligence is similarly tantalizing. If indeed evolution on Earth is an open-ended process, then we as humans and our intellect are ourselves the product of such a process, hinting that open-ended processes themselves may be a fundamental ingredient in
the attainment of intelligence at the human level or beyond. In this way, the most ambitious reaches of artificial intelligence and open-endedness may be inextricably linked.

In fact, humans are an interesting case because we are not only a product of an open-ended process, but we also exhibit our own non-evolutionary (strictly speaking) open-ended processes. For example, the history of human invention, innovation, and even art, is fundamentally open-ended. Every invention becomes a stepping stone to more inventions in an ongoing divergent symphony of creation that never ends. That is one reason that those interested in open-ended innovation sometimes study non-evolutionary histories, such as patent filings over the centuries [5]. Not only that, but even the trajectory of a single human lifetime seems often open-ended, beginning with the discovery of walking and talking, and then diverging off across uniquely individual landscapes of ideas and inventions. Open-endedness is not only our creator, but also a deep-seated aspect of our character and creativity. We have much to learn about ourselves in understanding it.

Imagine then the power unleashed if we actually figure out how to implement open-ended algorithms. Unlike algorithms in, for example, machine learning that learn to solve problems we ask them to solve, open-ended algorithms could produce surprises beyond our imagination without the need to ask. A revolution would sweep across computer-aided design as algorithms churn out endless processions of novel architectures and designs. Routine aspects of our lives, like clothing or furniture, could begin to stir with excitement and novelty. Repertoires of capabilities (as we are starting to see with quality diversity algorithms [10, 21]) could be generated in single runs, yielding not single solutions or controllers, but entire libraries of advanced behaviors. New forms of art and music might burst not only from open-ended algorithms, but from open-ended processes with humans in the loop [33]—yet another branch of this nascent discipline. Video game worlds could unfold with all the richness and surprise of a natural ecology, offering discovery and adventure without end. Even open-ended experiments in vivo might energize a new corner of research in biology. It could even accelerate human innovation through our renewed understanding of how open-ended innovation really works. Perhaps it would even be the key that unlocks the most powerful realizations of artificial intelligence. While these pronouncements risk a tinge of sensationalism, it is worth recalling that an open-ended process is responsible for all of living nature in a single run. The significance of even a fraction of such creative power is hard to overstate.

We have much work remaining. I have avoided here a direct attempt at even an explicit definition of open-endedness, in part because even its definition is in contention [2, 11, 15, 22, 29, 30]. Indeed, open-endedness is likely a matter of degree rather than an either/or proposition, and pinning down its level, while the subject of much effort as well [3, 4], remains a challenge. But my aim here is not to address these challenges; the remaining pages of this issue and this journal make strides in that direction. Rather, sometimes it is worth a moment, especially at the dawn of a new discipline, simply to contemplate its motivation. Artificial intelligence too has incurred its debates on the nature of intelligence, but its revolutionary potential is still completely clear. Open-endedness similarly is a phenomenon of such grandiose implication that it can generate years of heated argument, but its pursuit is no less noble or profoundly impactful for the controversy it inevitably entails.

The field is beginning to coalesce. A history of thought is beginning to crystallize that provides a foundation for a culture of future progress. From its origins in its recognition as a key challenge for artificial life [6], to the early (and more recent [9]) proliferation of “AI life worlds” that aim to find a hint of it in artificial microcosms of nature [8, 19, 23, 34], to new kinds of algorithms (e.g., coevolution [20], novelty search [16], MAP-Elites [18], minimal criterion coevolution [7], and POET [32]) that aim to draw on its power, to early attempts to integrate humans into systems with open-ended properties [14, 24], open-endedness is poised to explode. Indeed, an enormous wellspring of potential is just beginning to stir [1] as the broader machine learning community begins to take notice. Open-endedness is not the exclusive province of any one discipline—it is not confined to evolution, and the intuitions behind many learning algorithms can be put to work in its advancement. This interdisciplinary potential is part of its excitement—it can be a unifier of fields even as it emerges increasingly confidently as a field in its own right.
As I have argued with the help of colleagues elsewhere [26], open-endedness is a grand challenge in the same spirit that artificial intelligence is a grand challenge. It is one of the most profound and beautiful phenomena in nature, a prolific creator without a final purpose. The ultimate explanation for its power, its necessary conditions [12, 13, 17, 25, 27, 28, 31], and how generally it can be implemented or applied, remain a mystery. While we will inevitably disagree on many of its aspects, that should not deter our resolve in its pursuit. Like intelligence, it is a part of our reality even as its essence remains ephemeral to us, which is all the more reason for the next generation of scientific pioneers to set out in its quest. We should expect surprises.
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